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Day by Day guides are short and punchy city guides that direct travellers on a short break around

the city in the most effective way. The guides are aimed at sophisticated travellers who are looking

for a very accessible read to make the most of their stay. Through the use of special-interest tours in

the books, travellers are able to get a good idea of the geography of their city instantly before

exploring it in an interesting way, giving people some surprising choices for what to see and do, that

they might not have thought to consider normally. These travellers know that there's a kind of

science to organizing your time on a trip, to avoid a lot of needless backtracking or overbooking and

Day by Days provide this information in an accessible way. Includes special interest tours that

appeal to tapas lovers, history enthusiasts, art and architecture buffs and New World adventurers.

Details great neighborhood walking tours through Barrio Santa Cruz, Centro, Triana, Alameda and

Macarena. Includes day trips to Italica and Carmona. Features include wandering in the Alcazar,

enjoying the passion of impromptu flamenco dancing, discovering incredible ornate interiors in old

churches, cycling along the riverbank and reclining in a Moorish teahouse.
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So many guidebooks to Seville... so why buy this one?Well, firstly the Frommer's Day By Day

format is unique and in my opinion very smart. Instead of chopping a destination up into areas, as is

the case with most guidebooks, Day By Days use guided walking tours - The best in a day, The

best in two days, The best in three days, Neighbourhoods and Special themes. There are also

detailed listings sections - shops, hotels, restaurants and nightlife - but it's the tours that make the



book. No more flicking between chapters to make sure you don't miss anything or fumbling for maps

- the information is already organised for you complete with maps and detailed descriptions. It's

intuitive and easy to use - so you make the most of your time. Just follow the points on the tours of

you choice. Perfect if you only have a few days in which to see the city. Secondly, I researched it

into the ground... I spent months in Seville walking and cycling the city. 40,000 words, 30 odd maps

and several hundred images... it's not just full of info I've discovered, it's also full of stuff that people

who live there told me. Most of them have become good friends in the process. Now in its 2nd

edition I've recently updated it all too!I hope it makes your trip to one of Europe's most romantic

cities just that bit more delightful.

18 Self-guided Tours. 36 Maps. One Great Trip.At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everythingâ€”in the smartest, most time-efficient way.The best of Seville in one, two, or three

daysThematic tours for every interest, schedule, and tasteHundreds of evocative photosBulleted

maps that show you how to go from place to placeHotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all

budgetsA tear-resistant foldout mapâ€”enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets

and souvenirs

Frommer's guides are my wife's absolute favorite travel guides. (She's the one who made this

purchase.) She says, "I love them because they are small enough to fit in a purse or backpack and

are packed with helpful information, suggestions, and maps. The information is organized in a way

that is incredibly useful. It's easy to find what you need and the tips and recommendations seem to

be spot on. I've used them to plan trips in advance as well as make decisions on location and on the

fly."

This book is absolutely fantastic! It's small and concise while still being detailed enough for a short

trip to Seville. It offers several suggestons for how to spend 1, 2 or 3 days in Seville. The guide walk

is perfect for our upcoming cruise. I hesitated to buy a book like this for just one city, but it really

does provide SO much more information than a general Spain book would. However, it does so

without being too big (or too small) and includes a great fold-out map. I highly recommend any book

in this series.

I loved the book,didn't know the laminated map was with it.Probably would have enjoyed seeing

several more side trips included,such as Rondo,Cadiz and more. We stayed in Seville for eleven



days, with an open schedule,so side trip info was helpful.I was so excited about the trip,that I forgot

to read everything carefully. I wasn't aware the book was coming from the UK and would be arriving

after we departed for Sevilla. So we reordered from ,cuz they are speedy and now have double

everything. Remember to check your order carefully. Thanks.......

when we visited Sevilla, this was our primary guide. A year later, I still haven't heard of anyplace this

book overlooked. Very pleased with it.

This was an excellent guide to all of the major sights broken down into an easily readable format.

Many times, I find that these guides are lacking in good restaurant suggestions but this was an

exception. We followed many of the suggestions and never went wrong. I would definitely look for

this guide on my next trip.

We bought this in preparation for a trip and love the map and various day trips and neighborhood

walks that are described.

fast . very useful. good quality with low price. Good product and good service. my parents need it,

I've used a few of these Day by Day guides and I really like them. I also like Seville so it was good

to see this one come out. The author's obviously worked hard at finding some out-of-the-way

places, in addition to the obvious ones, and has captured the flavour of the city - which is sometimes

hard to do in a guidebook. Some of them are very stilted, but not this one. I like the way it told you

how to get the best out of the city however many days you had, and I agree with the other reviewer

who said the restaurant reviews were very good. For the price, it's as good a guide as you'll get.

Lots of really colourful photos too, so a nice souvenir afterwards.
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